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Important Rules:

• The exam must be solved within 180 minutes (09:00 – 12:00).

• Fill in your matriculation number (Matrikelnummer) above and on every page.

• Answers can be given in English or German.

• Any usage of external resources (such as scripts, prepared pages, electronic devices,
or books) is not permitted.

• Make all calculcations transparent and reproducible!

• Use the free space under each task for your answers. If you need more space,
continue on the back of the page. Use the extra pages at the end of the exam
only if necessary. Provide a pointer to an extra page if it should be considered for
grading. The main purpose of the extra pages is for drafting.

• Please write clearly. Do not use the color red or pencils.

• If you have any questions, raise your hand.

• The exam consists of 28 pages including cover page and extra pages.

• For any multiple choice question, more or fewer than one answer might be correct.

• Good luck!
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Task 0: Matriculation Number

Fill in your matriculation number (Matrikelnummer) on every page including the cover
page and the extra pages (even if you don’t use them).

Hint: Do it now! 1 point

Task 1: Distributed Systems

1. Assume that you wrote an algorithm in Akka. After careful analysis of the algo-
rithm, you know that 90% of its execution time would profit from parallelization,
while 10% of it is non-parallelizable. According to Amdahl’s Law, how many co-
res must an idealized cluster, i.e., one with no distribution overhead, provide to
achieve a speedup of 9? 2 points

2. In distributed systems, faults occur more often than in non-distributed systems,
because these systems are prone to additional types of faults. Name three types of
faults that you have to deal with in distributed systems but not in non-distributed
systems. 3 points
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3. To solve some particular task, it might be important that a group of Akka actors
synchronizes their local times with a dedicated master actor. For this purpose, you
implemented the network time protocol (NTP) in each actor: The actor frequently
sends a time message to the master actor and receives a message with three time-
stamps back. Given that one response contained t0 = 10:32:07, t1 = 10:32:19, and
t2 = 10:32:20, to what time must the actor set its current time, if the current time
shows 10:32:29 upon message receipt? 2 points

4. Many distributed systems use heartbeats to detect failed nodes: A monitored pro-
cess p sends periodical heartbeat messages to the server process q. Based on these
heartbeats, q calculates a continuous suspicion value for p. In the end, however, q
must translate this suspicion into binary trust or distrust. One dynamic approach
to this interpretation problem uses dynamic thresholds Thigh and Tlow. Assume
that q initializes both Thigh and Tlow to 1 and then monitors the following suspici-
on progress. In what time intervals does q distrust p? 2 points
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Task 2: Data Models and Query Languages

1. Many distributed storage engines use schema-on-read rather than schema-on-write.
Name two advantages and two disadvantages for this strategy. 2 points

2. The following graph describes the schema of an enterprise resource planning (ERP)
database. Assume that this database was created in Neo4J and you have to use
Cypher to query its content. Write a query that searches for an Employee named
”Mr. T” and list all Suppliers, whose products ”Mr. T” has sold. 4 points
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Task 3: Storage and Retrieval

Sorted String Tables (SSTables) are a popular approach to balance out write throughput
and random-read performance for log-structured data. Assume that your data is a stream
of stock-counts produced by a tool store. You might, then, encounter the following tasks.

1. SSTables are read-only so that a system needs to start a new SSTable whenever
some value does not fit into an existing SSTable. To compact the data, the system
frequently merges SSTables. Given the SSTable from 15/02/17 and the segment
file from 16/02/17 below, calculate their merge. 2 points

15/02/17
key value
drill 2
grinder 8
hammer 13
knife 32
nail 934
pliers 21
saw 8
wrench 42

16/02/17
key value
drill 1
drill 0
drill 15
hammer 13
nail 834
pliers 20
pliers 19
saw 19
wrench 40
wrench 41
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2. In a distributed setting, our log-data could be partitioned across multiple SSTables.
Each node in the cluster holds its share of the set of SSTables. Our tool data might
therefore be contained in the following SSTables, each placed on a different node:

key value
drill 32
grinder 244
hammer 134

key value
knife 245
nail 8335
pliers 153

key value
saw 253
wrench 247

Given that these SSTables are indexed with a sparse index, how would you find
the value of key “grinder”? Write down the index entries that you need for the
look-up and describe the entire look-up procedure, i.e., all steps needed until the
key’s value is read. 3 points
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Task 4: Replication

1. Many distributed systems that support leaderless replication spread new informa-
tion by using quorum reads/writes and the gossip protocol. Assume that such a
system is set up on 1000 replicas, defines a quorum as (10,5), and runs the gossip
protocol with a frequency of 10 seconds.

a) Discuss whether or not the described system is quorum consistent. 1 points

b) If a write has succeeded on exactly 16 nodes, how long does it take for this
write to reach all other nodes via gossiping (in the best case)? 3 points

2. The CAP-Theorem describes three properties of database management systems
(DBMS) and claims that, if faults occur, only two of them can be guaranteed.
Assume that we have a single-leader replicated DBMS that seeks to guarantee C
and P of CAP. How does it ensure C and how does this (potentially) violate A?

2 points
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Task 5: Actor Programming

1. The Actor model is a stricter message-passing model that treats actors as the
universal primitives of concurrent computation. What are the three components
that define an actor? 2 points

2. Message-passing as used by the actor model is only one communication principle
among others. Name one other communication principle and two properties, in
which that principle differs in comparison to message-passing. 2 points

3. Actors in Akka live in hierarchies. Each such hierarchy is maintained by an Actor-
System. Which of the following statements on actor hierarchies and ActorSystems
is true? Tick the true ones. 3 points

f An ActorSystem can span accross several nodes in a cluster maintaining the
lifecycle of all its actors and the nodes resources.

f The let it crash philosophy of Akka says that, if an error occurs, user actors
should not try to fix it but let it crash so that the user guardian can handle
their errors on a more supervisory level.

f Idle actors do not block CPU resources, because their ActorSystem dispatches
its actors dynamically on a pool of threads so that there is no fix actor to thread
assignment.

f The Reaper Pattern defines a dedicated reaper actor that knows all actors of
the ActorSystem and initiates a clean shutdown by sending all these actors a
PoisonPill message.

f The dead letter box is the message queue of the root guardian actor, who uses
the dead letters to identify crashed actors.

f Messages that are delivered between actors of different ActorSystems must
be serialized, but messages between actors of the same ActorSystem can be
exchanged without serialization.
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4. Assume someone built an Akka application that monitors arbitrarily many sen-
sors. Whenever you add a sensor to the application, the application creates a new
SensorWatcher actor that reads and forwards a new value of its assigned sensor
every 10 seconds. This actor uses the following code snippet:

while (true) {

String reading = this.sensor.read();

this.forwardReading(reading);

Thread.sleep(10000);

}

What issue does the described application have? Explain what happens if you add
more and more sensors to it. 2 points
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5. In this task, we build a multi-leader replicated in-memory key-value store with
Akka. The key-value store should consist of arbitrary many leader-actors. Each
leader holds a replica of the data in a local hash-map. When the leader receives
a ReadMessage with a particular key, it replies with a ReadResponseMessage con-
taining the key’s value; when the leader reveives a WriteMessage with a key-value
mapping, it updates its local replica accordingly and replies with a WriteRespon-
seMessage.

To keep the data consistent, leaders also forward WriteMessages as Propogation-
Messages to all other leaders. For conflict resolution, the system should implement
Lamport timestamps and use the last-write-wins principle.

Complete the LeaderActor below by implementing the LamportTimestampedVa-
lue, WriteMessage, WriteResponseMessage, createReceive()-function, and the two
handle()-functions for Write- and PropagationMessages. You do not have to im-
plement the setup of the ActorSystem or any other actor that might as well be
needed for the key-value store. Use the algorithm gaps for your solution and the
extra pages at the end of this exam for drafts. 14 points
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Task 6: Batch Processing

1. Transformations in a batch processing pipeline can be categorized as either narrow
or wide. Which of the following statements on narrow and wide transformations
are true? Tick the true ones. 3 points

f Narrow transformations preserve the size of their inputs, which means that
number of input entries equals number of output entries.

f Wide transformations may produce outputs that are smaller or larger than
their input size.

f sorted() is a wide transformation.

f join() is a wide transformation.

f map() is a narrow transformation.

f distinct() is a narrow transformation.

2. Consider a relational dataset with the following schema:

Students(ID, Name, Password, Gene)

Your task is to find for each student its longest common substring in the Gene-
attribute with any of the other students. Write one Spark job (= one transforma-
tion pipeline) that answers this task. The output should be printed to the console
of the driver and show the values ID (the unique ID of every student) and Sub-
string (the students longest common substring) for every student. You can use the
Dataset and/or DataFrame API but no SQL!

Hints:

• Have a look at the Dataset API documentation two pages further on.

• If you are not sure about how a particular interface, call, or class works, make
a good guess and provide a comment on how you think it works.

• The function longestCommonSubstring() calculates the longest common sub-
string of two given strings. This function is already given and does not need
to be implemented.

• The code for reading the input dataset is also given and can be used to start
the pipeline.

10 points
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// longestCommonSubstring(a: String, b: String): String = { ... }

import de.hpi.dda.longestCommonSubstring

val students = spark

.read

.option("quote", "\"")

.option("delimiter", ",")

.csv(s"data/students.csv")

.toDF("ID", "Name", "Password", "Gene")

.as[(String, String, String, String)]
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Task 7: Stream Processing

1. Consider the following Apache Flink program.

This program is both data- and task-parallel. Explain both properties in the con-
text of transformation pipelines. For each property, also give an example from the
depicted Flink pipeline: Where is it data-parallel and where is it task-parallel?

4 points
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2. Assume you are doing network traffic analysis on the HPI intranet. All switches
in the network emit an event for every package that they transmit. An event is a
tuple of (package id, sender, last hop, next hop, receiver), where sender, hops, and
receiver are IP-adresses of nodes in your network. Your infrastructure combines all
these events into one stream of events. Given this event stream, your goal is to
calculate for each package its path (= list of hops) through the network for a later
bottleneck analysis. Because the stream of events is volatile, you need to apply
windowing on the event stream.

a) What kind of window do you need to record the paths? 1 points

b) What parameters does this window require, i.e., when does it start, how long
is it, and when does it end? 3 points
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